Land Use

Market demand-based planning and permitting
Arthur C. Nelson, John Travis Marshall, Julian Conrad Juergensmeyer, and James C. Nicholas ; foreword by Dwight Merriam
HD255 .N453 2017

Labor disputes. Strikes and lockouts

Work stoppage at missile bases: report of the Committee on Government Operations, United States Senate, made by its Permanent subcommittee on Investigations
HD5325.G8 A54 1962

Trade unions. Labor unions. Workers' associations

James R. Hoffa and continued underworld control of New York Teamster Local 239 : report of the Committee on Government Operations, United States Senate
made by its Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations
HD6515.T3 U523 1962

Professions (General). Professional employees

The future of the professions: how technology will transform the work of human experts
Richard Susskind and Daniel Susskind
HD8038.A1 S87 2015

Women. Feminism

The highest glass ceiling: women's quest for the American presidency
Ellen Fitzpatrick
HQ1236 .F49 2016

Dictionaries. Words and phrases

Diccionario de términos legales : español-inglés e inglés-español
Louis A. Robb ; con colaboración de los siguientes abogados, Tomás I. Nido [and others] = Dictionary of legal terms : Spanish-English & English-Spanish / Louis A. Robb ; with the collaboration of the following lawyers, Tomás I. Nido [and others]
K52.S6 R63 2015

The legal profession

Beyond smart: lawyering with emotional intelligence
Ronda Muir
K120 .M83 2017

Tomorrow's lawyers: an introduction to your future
Richard Susskind
K120 .S87 2017

Negotiated settlement. Compromise

Understanding alternative dispute resolution
Kristen M. Blankley, Maureen A. Weston
K2390 .B53 2017
Law of the United Kingdom and Ireland: England and Wales

**Reports of Sir Peter King, Chief Justice of the Common Pleas: 1714-22**
edited for the Selden Society by Lloyd Bonfield and L. R. Poos, F.S.A
KD532.A73 P8 v.130

Legal Research

**Legal research: examples & explanations**
Terrill Pollman (Professor of Law William S. Boyd School of Law University of Nevada, Las Vegas); Jeanne Frazier Price (Associate Dean of Academic Affairs, William S. Boyd School of Law, University of Nevada, Las Vegas); Linda L. Berger (Associate Dean for Faculty Development and Research Family Foundation Professor of Law, William S. Boyd School of Law, University of Nevada, Las Vegas)
KF240 .P65 2017

Legal Composition and draftsmanship

**Legal writing: examples & explanations**
Terrill Pollman, Judith M. Stinson, Elizabeth Pollman
KF250 .L398 2014

The Legal Profession, Practice of Law, Bar Association

**Unbundled legal services: a family lawyer's guide**
Forrest S. Mosten and Elizabeth Potter Scully
KF299.D6 M67 2017

**Grit, the secret to advancement: stories of successful women lawyers**
prepared and written for the Commission by Milana L. Hogan, EdD
KF299.W6 H64 2017

**Your guide to taking the bar (again)**
Keith Elkin [and others]
KF303 .Y68 2012

**Professional responsibility: examples and explanations**
W. Bradley Wendel, Professor of Law, Cornell Law School
KF306 .W46 2016

History of American Law

**Just mercy: a story of justice and redemption**
Bryan Stevenson
KF373.S743 A3 2014

**Works on diverse legal aspects of a particular subject and falling within several branches of the law**

Cybersecurity for the home and office: the lawyer's guide to taking charge of your own information security
John Bandler
KF390.5.C6 B34 2017
October 2017 Acquisitions

Social media law in a nutshell
Ryan Garcia (adjunct professor of law, University of Texas School of Law), Thaddeus Hoffmeister (professor of law, University of Dayton School of Law)
KF390.5.C6 G37 2017

Handbook on global social media law for business lawyers
John Isaza and Valerie Surgenor, editors
KF390.5.C6 H36 2017

Conflict of Laws

Conflict of laws: examples & explanations
Michael H. Hoffheimer
KF412 .H64 2016

Domestic Relations. Family Law

Family law: examples & explanations
Robert E. Oliphant (professor of law emeritus, Mitchell Hamline School of Law), Nancy Ver Steegh (professor of law, Mitchell Hamline School of Law)
KF505.Z9 O43 2016

Property

Property: examples & explanations
Barlow Burke, Joseph Snoe
KF560 .B87 2016

Estate Planning. Succession Upon Death

Wills, trusts, and estates: examples & explanations
Gerry W. Beyer, Governor Preston E. Smith Regents Professor of Law, Texas Tech University School of Law
KF755.Z9 B49 2015

Secured Transactions

Secured transactions: examples & explanations
James Brook, Professor of Law, New York Law School
KF1053.Z9 B76 2014

Torts

The law of torts: examples & explanations
Joseph W. Glannon, Professor of Law, Suffolk University Law School
KF1250.Z9 G58 2015

Guide to cybersecurity due diligence in M&A transactions
Thomas J. Smedinghoff and Roland L. Trope, editors
KF1263.C65 G84 2017
Octobber 2017 Acquisitions

**Agency**

*Agency, partnerships, and LLCs: examples & explanations*
Daniel S. Kleinberger, Professor Emeritus - Mitchell Hamline School of Law Research Director, Joint Editorial Board on Uniform Unincorporated Organization Acts reporter, Uniform Law Commission Drafting Committee on Uniform Protected Series Act

**Associations, Unincorporated Association**

*An estate planner's guide to buy-sell agreements for the closely held business*
Louis A. Mezzullo

**Nonprofit Corporations**

*Nonprofit law: a practical guide to legal issues for nonprofit organizations*
Willard L. Boyd III, editor

**Business Corporations**

*Corporations: examples & explanations*
Alan R. Palmiter, Howard L. Oleck Professor of Business Law, Wake Forest University

*The law of corporations in a nutshell*
Richard D. Freer, Robert Howell Hall Professor of Law, Emory University School of Law

*Internal corporate investigations*
Brad D. Brian, Barry F. McNeil, and Lisa J. Demsky, editors

**Issuing of Securities**

*Securities litigation and enforcement in a nutshell*
Margaret V. Sachs, Robert Cotten Alston Chair in Corporate Law, University of Georgia School of Law; Donna M. Nagy, C. Ben Dutton Professor of Law and Executive Associate Dean, Indiana University Maurer School of Law; Gerald J. Russello, Partner, Sidley Austin LLP

**Monopolies, Antitrust Laws**

*Antitrust: examples & explanations*
Christopher L. Sagers, James A. Thomas Distinguished Professor of Law, Cleveland-Marshall College of Law, Cleveland State University

**Construction and Building Industry, Contractors**

*State and local construction projects: an attorney's handbook*
Daniel D. McMillan, editor
October 2017 Acquisitions

**Intellectual Property**

*ADR advocacy, strategies, and practices for intellectual property and technology cases*
Harrie Samaras, editor
*KF2983 .A93 2017*

*Copyright: examples and explanations*
Stephen M. McJohn, Professor of Law, Suffolk University
*KF2995 .M35 2015*

*Arbitrating patent disputes: a practical guide*
David A. Allgeyer
*KF3155 .A95 2017*

*Patent freedom to operate searches, opinions, techniques, and studies*
Austen Zuege, editor
*KF3155 .P34 2017*

**Labor Law. Protection of Labor. Labor Hygiene and Safety**

*Employment discrimination: examples & explanations*
Joel Wm. Friedman, Jack M. Gordon Professor of Procedural Law & Jurisdiction, Tulane Law School
*KF3464 .F738 2017*

**Social Insurance. Pension Trusts**

*Workers' compensation and employee protection laws in a nutshell*
Jack B. Hood, Former adjunct Professor of Law, University of Georgia School of Law; Benjamin A. Hardy, Jr., Associate Professor, Jacksonville State University; Lauren A. Simpson, Juris Doctor, Member of the Alabama Bar
*KF3615.Z9 H64 2017*

**Environmental Law and Damages. Public Health. Toxic Torts**

*Environmental law: examples & explanations*
Steven Ferrey, Professor of Law, Suffolk University Law School
*KF3775.Z9 F45 2016*

*Climate change and sustainable development law in a nutshell*
by John R. Nolon, Patricia E. Salkin
*KF3783 .N65 2011*

**Medical Legislation**

*Administrative law of health care in a nutshell*
Eleanor D. Kinney (JD, MPH, Hall Render Professor of Law emerita, Indiana University McKinney School of Law)
*KF3821 .K566 2017*

**Sports. Prizefighting. Horse Racing**

*Baseball meets the law: a chronology of decisions, statutes and other legal events*
Ed Edmonds and Frank G. Houdek
*KF3989.2 .E36 2017*
Constitutional Law

Constitutional law in a nutshell
Jerome A. Barron (Harold H. Greene Professor of Law Emeritus, George Washington University Law School), C. Thomas Dienes (late Lyle T. Alverson Professor of Law Emeritus, George Washington University Law School)
KF4550.Z9 B35 2017

Constitutional law -- individual rights: examples & explanations
Allan Ides, Christopher N. May, Simona Grossi
KF4749 .I34 2016

Election law in a nutshell
Daniel P. Tokaji, Charles W. Ebersold and Florence Whitcomb, Ebersold Professor of Constitutional Law, The Ohio State University, Moritz College of Law
KF4886 .T65 2017

Legislation and regulation in a nutshell
Steven F. Huefner, Alumni Society Designated Professor of Law, The Ohio State University, Moritz College of Law
KF4945 .H84 2017

Regional and City Planning, Zoning, Building

Local government, land use, and the First Amendment: protecting free speech and expression
Brian J. Connolly, editor
KF5698 .L63 2017

Housing, Slum Clearance, City Redevelopment

User guide to HUD's previous participation review process (aka "2530 approval")
Kathie Soroka and Elizabeth H. Friedgut
KF5735 .S67 2017

Taxation

Mastering income tax
Christopher M. Pietruszkiewicz, Dean and Professor of Law, Stetson University College of Law; Gail Levin Richmond, Professor of Law, Nova Southeastern University, Shepard Broad Law Center
KF6369.85 .P54 2014

Understanding partnership and LLC taxation
Jerold Friedland
KF6452 .F764 2017

Court Organization and Procedure

Supreme power: 7 pivotal Supreme Court decisions that had a major impact on America
Ted Stewart
KF8748 .S85 2017

Civil Procedure

Civil procedure: examples & explanations
Joseph W. Glannon, Professor of Law, Suffolk University Law School
KF8839 .G58 2013
Federal courts in a nutshell
David P. Currie, Late Edward H. Levi Distinguished, Service Professor, the Law School, the University of Chicago; Donald L. Doernberg, Professor of Law, Pace University School of Law
KF8858.Z9 C8 2016

Judicial disqualification: recusal and disqualification of judges
Richard E. Flamm, member, California bar
KF8861 .F58 2017

A practitioner's guide to class actions
Marcy Hogan Greer, editor
KF8896 .P73 2017

Class actions and other multi-party litigation in a nutshell
Robert H. Klonoff
KF8896.Z9 K586 2017

Evidence: examples & explanations
Arthur Best, Professor of Law, University of Denver, Sturm College of Law
KF8935.Z9 B48 2017

Remedies: examples & explanations
Richard L. Hasen, Chancellor's Professor of Law and Political Science, University of California, Irvine School of Law
KF9010.Z9 H37 2017

Remedies in a nutshell
William M. Tabb (David Ross Boyd Professor, Judge Fred A. Daugherty Chair in Law, University of Oklahoma), Rachel M. Janutis (interim dean and professor of law, Capital University Law School)
KF9010.Z9 O25 2017

Mastering appellate advocacy and process
Donna C. Looper, Adjunct Professor of Law, University of Tennessee College of Law; George W. Kuney, W.P. Toms Professor of Law and Director of the James L. Clayton Center for Entrepreneurial Law, University of Tennessee College of Law
KF9050 .L66 2015

Negotiated Settlement, Compromise

Dispute resolution : examples & explanations
Michael L. Moffitt, Philip H. Knight, Dean, the University of Oregon School of Law; Andrea Kupfer Schneider, Professor of Law, Director, Dispute Resolution Program, Marquette University School of Law
KF9084 .M655 2014

Criminal Procedure

Understanding criminal procedure. Volume 1, Investigation
Joshua Dressler, Alan C. Michaels, Ric Simmons
KF9619 .D74 2017 v.1

Criminal procedure II: from bail to jail: examples & explanations
Richard G. Singer
KF9619.3 .S56 2012
Criminal procedure : the Constitution and the police : examples & explanations
Robert M. Bloom, Professor of Law, Boston College Law School; Mark S. Brodin, Professor of Law and Lee Distinguished Scholar, Boston College Law School
KF9630.A7 B56 2016

California

California community property: examples & explanations
Charlotte K. Goldberg, Professor Emeritus of Law, Loyola Law School, Los Angeles

California evidence: examples & explanations
Chris Chambers Goodman
KFC1030 .G66 2016

New York

Staying out of trouble 2003: what every attorney must know about ethics chair
Steven C. Krane
KFN5076.5.A2 S73 2003

Germany

The German inheritance and gift tax
Stefan Köeniger
KK7360.A311974 K64 2017

International Legal research. Legal bibliography

International legal research in a nutshell
Marci B. Hoffman (Lecturer in Residence and Associate Director, Law Library, University of California, Berkeley School of Law), Robert C. Berring, Jr. (Walter Perry Johnson Professor of Law, University of California, Berkeley School of Law)
KZ1234 .H64 2017

Information resources: Electronic information resources

Creating digital collections: a practical guide
Allison B. Zhang and Don Gourley
ZA4080.5 .Z53 2008